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On 28 September 1961 a group of Syrian army officers rebelled and announced Syria’s secession from the United Arab Republic. A new government was hastily formed from conservative (reactionary) Syrian politicians. Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir initially contemplated intervening, but changed his mind when all resistance to the coup rapidly faded. It was a time for his many enemies both in the Middle East and elsewhere to triumph. Western governments were delighted, but equally the leaders of Iraq, Jordan and Saudi Arabia did nothing to conceal their pleasure. However, pan-Arab emotion was a powerful factor in a further coup in Iraq on 8 February 1963. Syria’s fragile government could not long resist the joint pressure from Cairo and Baghdad. Exactly one month after the Iraqi revolt, a military coup in Damascus swept aside all the men who had been in power since the break-up of the UAR.
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It is well known that the Syrians see themselves as the natural leaders of Arab nationalism since many of the activities for Arab liberation came from there. By 1958 internal and external factors convinced Syrian leaders that the cure for their ills was the union with Egypt. Egyptian President Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir, although he wanted a merger on a slower footing, was none the less looking for such unity with eagerness. He agreed to bind Egypt to a country he had never seen. He knew it would be hazardous, but he was seduced by the boldness and the magnitude of the enterprise. He was also trapped by his role as champion of Arab rights and arbiter of Arab destinies.† The union, which took place in
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February 1958, did not last long. Many Syrians began to feel frustrated by the way Egypt was ruling their country. Instead of progress, Syria experienced regression. Thus Syrian initial enthusiasm for union was soon to be replaced by disenchantment and discontent.

The Syrian army officers were accustomed to intervention in their country’s politics. In making the union with Egypt they had reluctantly agreed to withdraw from politics, but they had not foreseen the extent to which the army would be brought under Egyptian control. Beginning in March 1958, the Egyptians purged first the communists, then the Ba’thists, and finally any who opposed the Egyptian lead. Ba’th partisans were usually posted to the diplomatic service or transferred to Egypt. The purges involved some of Syria’s most qualified officers. Even seventy-five Palestinian officers given commissions in the Syrian army after the Palestine war as a first step towards training a Palestinian army were purged. The Syrian officer corps was reduced by half. During the union (1958 – 1961), a total of 4,800 commissioned and non-commissioned officers were ousted or transferred. In an effort to keep retired officers quiet the UAR regime raised pensions to the point that their payment became a burden on the state budget. Some 3,300 Egyptian officers came to Syria, where even the lowliest received, in addition to his basic pay, a monthly salary of at least 800 Syrian pounds paid by the Syrian Treasury.²

The desire for unity was stimulated by the popularity of Jamāl Ābdannāṣir among the Syrian masses. But this alone was not enough to sustain the common state. The differences and the difficulties which existed inside the two countries were not the same nor was the external situation the same. On the one hand, Syria and Egypt were geographically separated by an enemy and the sea, which obstructed the consolidation of mass relationships, a fundamental aspect in any union.³ A number of Ba’th officers stationed in Egypt reacted to the sharpening conflict between the Ba’th and Jamāl Ābdannāṣir in 1959 by forming a secret organization, later known as the Military Committee, to await the moment to rectify the situation. They did not tell even the Ba’th Party leadership about

their organization. Their leaders were three ‘Alawī officers – Şalāh Jadiṭ, Ḥāfīẓ al-Asad, Muḥammad ‘Umran – and a Druze, Ḥamad ‘Ubayd.

There existed many important factors which led to the failure of the UAR: the politics of the Ba‘th, the army, Egypt’s strong man in Syria ṣAbdalḥamīd as-Sarrāj, the apparent Egyptian sense of domination in the Syrian army and other key areas. Moreover, there were Egyptian socialist programmes which were unfamiliar to many Syrians and outside conspiracies originating from countries that opposed the politics of Jamāl ṣAbdannāsir. The final blow was when the president shocked the Syrian bourgeoisie on 23 July 1961 by his socialist laws which nationalized all banks, insurance companies, industrial plants and public utilities. Feudal practices were officially liquidated, workers were to share profits with industries and to have their representatives on all management boards and other far reaching measures. Through socialist laws, the President wanted to eliminate all opposition to the union. It is impossible to judge the relative importance of each of the diverse elements that together led to the secession of Syria from Egypt, but two months later the forces opposed to Jamāl ṣAbdannāsir seceded from the union what clearly shows how influential the bourgeois Syrian class was.

At that time a crisis in the relations between the Syrians and the Egyptians broke out on an entirely different issue. ṣAbdalḥamīd as-Sarrāj was the last of the Syrian leaders to remain in the highest UAR echelons until the summer of 1961. In the UAR government which was formed on 17 August when the regional governments were abolished, he was one of the seven Vice-Presidents, with the portfolio of internal affairs. A month later there were sharp differences between him and Ḥamid Āmir. On 21 September 1961 both were called to Cairo for talks with the President, and on 26 September the public heard that ṣAbdalḥamīd as-Sarrāj had resigned as minister of the interior of the UAR and that his resignation had been accepted. On the same day ṣAbdalḥamīd as-Sarrāj returned to Damascus, Ḥamid Āmir went too – and two days later both were arrested by the Syrian officers who had dissolved the UAR. The intelligence apparatus and security agents of Ḥamid Āmir must at the time have concentrated their attention on ṣAbdalḥamīd as-Sarrāj and the possible reactions to his resignation, with the result that a third party was able to
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surprise with a coup. The surprise was absolute.

* * * * *

The junta of Syrian officers that took control of Damascus in the early morning of 28 September 1961 acted without reference to the people. At 4 a.m. on 28 September two columns of troops entered Damascus – an armoured column arrived from thirty kilometres distant Qatana camp in the southwest under the command of Lt-Colonel Abdalkarim an-Nahlawi, the chief of Field Marshal Abdalhakim Amir’s bureau in Syria; and the Desert Guard (quwāt al-bādiya) under the command of Lt-Colonel Haydar al-Kuzbari reached the capital from sixty kilometres distant ad-Dumayr in the east. Haydar al-Kuzbari was a cousin of Dr. Ma’mun al-Kuzbari, Prime Minister of the first government after the secession and a representative of the wealthy middle class. In Damascus they were joined by the garrison commanded by Brigadier Abdalghani Dahman and air force Brigadier Muwaffaq Usasha, who was acting commander of the air force that day and succeeded in grounding all the Egyptian pilots in Syria.

Within half an hour the rebels seized the army headquarters, the broadcasting station and the airport. The Syrian commander of the First army Lieutenant General Jamal Faysal, was arrested in his house and shortly afterwards his Egyptian deputy, Major General Anwar al-Qadi. Vice-President of the UAR, Field Marshal Abdalhakim Amir was also arrested. Before his arrest he had time to command an Egyptian Major in an artillery brigade at Qutayfa, north-east of Damascus, to hurry to the capital to suppress the uprising. The major bypassed the brigade’s Syrian commander, who was asleep at his home in Damascus, ignored the protests of the duty officer, and issued an order to move on the capital. The soldiers were told of an Israeli surprise attack. On the way to Damascus the brigade was met by its commander who had been informed of events. He sent the men back to base and the Egyptian officers were arrested. At 6.30 a.m. the first communiqué was broadcast from Damascus radio in which the “Supreme Arab Revolutionary Command of the Armed Forces” (Al-qiyada al-arabiya ath-thawriya al-ulya li-l-quwat al-musallahta) refrained from naming the country liberating itself from dictatorship and corruption and mentioned neither Syria nor the UAR. They stated they have acted under the “banner of Arabism”, and Arab unity was not said to have failed.
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but to have been perverted.\textsuperscript{12}

The union was already doomed by the wide popular revulsion against the UAR’s police dictatorship with its suffocation of freedom of expression and its destruction of civil liberties. President Jamāl ʻAbdānnāṣir’s popularity in Syria was eroded, yet for many Syrians he was still the hero of Suez and the only Arab statesman of international stature. His occasional tours of Syria drew big and apparently enthusiastic crowds. No less than four secret police networks operated in Syria. Responsibility for this state of affairs was not only Egyptian. Three of the four intelligence networks were under Syrian direction; the other was attached to the President’s Office in Cairo. The struggle was not between separatists and unionists or between socialists and reactionaries but simply between Syrians and Egyptians. “The failure of the UAR was not a matter of promoting socialist ideology, but of providing a field for effective political participation and expression of opinion, so as to take the edge off the widespread sense of disillusion among soldiers, political notables, businessmen, and ordinary citizens that made the secession possible.”\textsuperscript{13} The only people who demonstrated in Damascus that morning in support of the UAR were Palestinian refugees.

The President’s answer from Cairo radio came at 9.00 a.m. He resolutely denounced the rebellion “of some small military units in Damascus that occupied the radio station and surrounded the general headquarters ... I have issued orders to the First Army in Syria to move toward Damascus from all sides and repress the rebellion.”\textsuperscript{14} The reaction of ʻAbdalḥakīm ʻĀmir was different. From what he saw in Damascus he believed that it would be possible to save the union by granting certain concessions to the Syrian officers. From eight o’clock in the morning of 28 September negotiations took place between the rebels and ʻAbdalḥakīm ʻĀmir, Jamāl Faysal and the officer ministers of the UAR government (all prisoners at headquarters). At 1.30 p.m. there was a broadcast of communiqué No. 9 in which the Supreme Arab Revolutionary Command of the Armed Forces declared that its goal was “to defend and preserve the attachment of the Arabs for each other”, that it had no intention of “endangering the victories which had already been achieved by Arab


nationalism”; that it had explained to “Field Marshal ʿAbdalḥakīm ʿĀmir the problems and aims of the army” and that in full understanding he had “made the necessary decisions to safeguard the unity of the armed forces of the United Arab Republic. Thus army matters have been restored to their normal course.” The communiqué again spoke of the UAR and of ʿAbdalḥakīm ʿĀmir as “the Vice-President of the Republic and the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces,” and created the impression that agreement had been reached.

The authors of the 28 September 1961 coup declared they wanted Syrian autonomy within the UAR, not separation from it. But President Jamāl ʿAbdannāsir refused to yield to this demand. Moreover, the process, once set in motion, acquired its own momentum and could not be stopped. Syrian coup leaders Lt-Colonel ʿAbdalkarīm an-Nahlāwī and Air Force Brigadier Muwaffaq ʿUsāsa negotiated at General Headquarters with Field Marshal ʿAbdalḥakīm ʿĀmir in the presence of the Commander of the First (Syrian) Army, Lieutenant General Jamāl Faysal, and the Syrian ministers of the UAR. ʿAbdalḥakīm ʿĀmir in principle accepted their demands which were concerned primarily with the grievances of Syrian officers but, awaiting Jamāl ʿAbdannāsir’s word, he did not sign Communiqué No. 9 which announced the agreement. However, it must be said, that the whole negotiations over this communiqué were simply a manoeuvre to gain time and at 3.15 p.m. when it was learned in Damascus that in the meantime support for the uprising had spread in most of the Syrian provinces, Communiqué No. 10 cancelled the previous one. At 5.20 p.m ʿAbdalḥakīm ʿĀmir was flown to Cairo and the union was dissolved.

However, the communiqué was not broadcast in the name of ʿAbdalḥakīm ʿĀmir who would not sign it without authorization from the President. He was permitted to communicate with him by wireless, and it then became clear that Jamāl ʿAbdannāsir was against compromise. If the rebels’ intention had been autonomy within the union, it became clear that this was the last thing to which Jamāl ʿAbdannāsir would agree. He confronted them with the choice of surrender or secession. Whoever heard his two speeches of 28 September could have entertained no doubt that he had been surprised and deeply shocked. He was not ready for any compromise, either in the hope that the uprising would fail, or with the understanding that any retreat under the pressure of revolt was likely to shake the structure of the regime in Cairo as well — a matter he considered to be worse than the loss of Syria.

Jamāl ʿAbdannāsir’s adherence to principles and his inability, to make a
compromise, cost him Syria. On 28 September 1961 the union of Syria and Egypt came to an end. However, it is not clear whether or not the Syrian rebels had intended absolute secession. They may only have wanted to obtain military and political autonomy for Syria and abolish nationalization while yet preserving the framework of the union. The communiqués broadcast from Damascus that day left room for both interpretations. A clear demonstration of independence and secession did not come until late at night – Damascus Radio ended its broadcast with the old Syrian anthem. The officers then sought out the politicians to constitute a government. Ma’mūn al-Kuzbarī, who had served as Secretary of the National Union in Damascus during the UAR regime, accepted. He formed a Cabinet of National and People’s Party politicians, businessmen, and lawyers. This government, evoking no enthusiasm among the people, tried to win public confidence by promising to restore political liberties, freedom of the press and opinion, to abolish the emergency laws, and to extend the rights of workers and peasants.

At 7.30 a.m. on 29 September the radio announced that the Supreme Arab Revolutionary Command of the Armed Forces had asked Dr. Ma’mūn al-Kuzbarī to form a new government, and several hours later the composition of the new government was announced. As in the early fifties the Syrian officers at first wanted to operate from behind the scenes and prevent their personal aspirations and political views from flaring into open dissension. On the day after the secession an officer who had not until then been active in politics was appointed commander-in-chief of the army. He was Major-General ʿAbdalkarīm Zahraddīn, a 48-year-old Druze, who in the period of union had been director of the department of equipment and supply in Syria. His appointment was also calculated to allay the apprehensions of the Druze, who were not happy to have as Prime Minister Dr. Ma’mūn al-Kuzbarī who in the past had worked with their inveterate enemy, Adīb ash-Shīshaklī.

Jamāl ʿAbdannāsir had already ordered the First Army to march on Damascus and, since Aleppo and Latakia had not yet rallied to the coup, orders were issued to naval units to leave for Latakia and Aleppo. Major Jalāl Huraydī commanded an advance company of paratroopers to crush a rebellion the President apparently believed was confined to Damascus. But no unit of the
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First Army obeyed his order. And, by the time Egyptian forces arrived, both Latakia and Aleppo had gone over to the insurgents. The Egyptian paratroopers who landed during the night were ordered by Syrian forces to surrender and to consider themselves prisoners of war.\textsuperscript{22} Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir then recalled his naval forces, announced he would never transform unity into a military operation, and accepted the fait accompli.\textsuperscript{23}

\*

The Arabic equivalent of secession (infīṣāl) with its derivations immediately acquired a bad connotation in the modern Arabic political vocabulary. Within 24 hours of the beginning of the revolt, the military junta proclaimed the end of the UAR and – to emphasize its dedication to Arabism – renamed Syria (formerly called the Syrian Republic) the Syrian Arab Republic. The new regime after the disruption of the union with Egypt had therefore a difficult task to justify their action, particularly in the face of Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir’s decision to retain the name United Arab Republic as a challenge and an aspiration.\textsuperscript{24} Hence the prime minister of the new Syrian regime hastened, ten days after assuming office, to put forward to other Arab governments a comprehensive plan for a federal union of the Arab states without the mistakes supposedly made in the establishment of the UAR.\textsuperscript{25} The regime’s position was, however, greatly strengthened when the secession was publicly approved by the former prime ministers and the two leading Ba‘th members (Akram al-Ḥawrānī and Ṣalāḥaddīn al-Bīṭār) who had previously resigned from the union government. Nevertheless the secession cost the Ba‘th a considerable loss of members through split and protest resignations.\textsuperscript{26}

The military junta ostensibly withdrew from politics. But ʿAbdālkarim an-Nahiāwī soon established a National Security Council – in which the Army Command as well as the President and five key ministers were members – to supervise the government. The junta’s political and social policies closely resembled those of the UAR regime: strong police controls over the people combined with a number of social measures for the poorer classes. However, on
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1 October the junta dissolved the Syrian branch of the National Union - a major Egyptian vehicle for controlling Syrian internal affairs. The junta acted against some of those who had served in or collaborated with the UAR. The main target was the intelligence apparatus, which was primarily responsible for the creation of a police state in Syria. Its head, Abdalhamid as-Sarraj, and about thirty of his staff were arrested. Workers and peasants were granted some of their former achievements. On the other hand, the junta retained the emergency laws, banned political parties, advocated the formation of a “popular rally” (on the lines of the National Union) to support “the principles of the Revolution”, prohibited workers from engaging in political activity, denied freedom of the press and civil liberties, and refused to reinstate thousands who had been purged from their jobs by the UAR regime.

Meanwhile several Arab and non-Arab countries recognized the new regime in Damascus. Jamal Abdannasir, faced with Syrian reality, spoke to his listeners on 5 October, announcing - after defending the Egyptian role in Syria during the union - that UAR would not stand against Syria’s readmission to UN membership and that he would not hinder the readmission of Syria to the League of Arab States. He refused, however, to recognize any government in Damascus except after a Syrian popular and free-will decision which chooses for itself its own road. On 29 October 1961 Syria was re-admitted to the Arab League. The League’s secretary-general initiated a series of meetings between Syrian and Egyptian representatives and an agreement was reached between the two countries on the outstanding issues. On 2 November Syria agreed to repatriate 870 Egyptian officers and other ranks, while Egypt reciprocated by allowing 960 Syrian officers to go back to their country.

Cairo, after its initial moderate opposition to the secession, soon began to attack and denounce the Syrian leaders. In the 13 October cabinet meeting, Jamal Abdannasir told his aides and ministers that “the coming struggle will be an ideological struggle with the reactionary forces in the region” and he called on his cabinet to be ready for that by strengthening the Egyptian internal front.
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He insisted that the struggle for Arab unity would continue no matter how great the challenge was.\footnote{33 Public speech of the President in Port Said on 23 December 1961. In: Ḥadīth al-bāṭal az-zā‘īm Jamāl ʾAbdannāšīr ilā al-ummā. (Speech of the Hero, Leader, Jamāl ʾAbdannāšīr to the Nation), Vol. IV (1961 – 1963), pp. 233-248.} Jamāl ʾAbdannāšīr declared that he could no longer cooperate with Arab “reactionaries” and therefore he could not accept their charges that he was wrecking Arab solidarity, “I want Arab unity of purpose (wāḥdat al-hadaf) before I talk about Arab unity of ranks (wāḥdat as-ṣaff)”, he said.\footnote{34 Speech of the President on the Fourth Anniversary of the Union of Egypt and Syria on 22 February 1962. In: Ḥadīth al-bāṭal az-zā‘īm Jamāl ʾAbdannāšīr ilā al-ummā, Vol. IV (1961 – 1963), pp. 260-261.} Cairo waged its cold war against Damascus in the name of “Arab socialism” and “popular Arabism” against “capitalists and reactionaries”. Its propaganda blamed the break-up of the UAR on a minority of “feudalists and reactionaries” who acted “against the will of the Syrian people” and simultaneously emphasized the “revolutionary” character of the Egyptian regime.\footnote{35 Speech of the President on the Fourth Anniversary of the Union of Egypt and Syria on 22 February 1962. In: Ḥadīth al-bāṭal az-zā‘īm Jamāl ʾAbdannāšīr ilā al-ummā, Vol. IV (1961 – 1963), pp. 257-275.} This theme was devised to divert attention from popular Syrian demands for restoration of democratic institutions, demands which could have an echo in Egypt itself. Cairo’s cold war prevented re-examination of the priorities of pan-Arabism and compelled Syrians to exhaust their energies in self-defence instead of using them to put their own house in order.

On 17 October, in an attempt to reassure the economic elite that had supported the secession, Ma’mūn al-Kuzbarī published a statement nullifying the July 1961 socialist decrees. The urgency with which he acted to abolish these measures substantiates the assertion that their promulgation, as far as the economic elite was concerned, was the immediate cause of the secession. Cairo’s propaganda attacked the rightist bourgeois forces that were brought to power by the coup and were behind Syria’s withdrawal from the UAR. It correctly claimed that some of the officers involved had links to Jordan: both Lt-Colonel ʾAbdalkarīm an-Nahlāwī and Lt-Colonel Ḥaydar al-Kuzbarī, received help from Jordan and Saudi Arabia to facilitate the coup.\footnote{36 HAMRUSH, Ahmad Qissat tawrat 23 yūliyū. (The Story of the 23 July Revolution). Vol III, ʾAbdannāšīr wa al-ʾArab. (ʾAbdannāšīr and the Arabs), p. 90-91.} For that reason Jamāl ʾAbdannāšīr broke off diplomatic relations with Jordan, accusing King Ḥusayn of being involved in the secession; he terminated the loose confederation existing between the UAR and Yemen; he denounced King Saʿūd, and he vowed not to recognize the new Syrian government. He argued
that for Arab unity to be achieved Arab “reactionaries” must go. This could be
done through internal upheavals and agitations by the Arab masses, upon whom
the President relied so much in achieving his Arab policy goals. Later President
accused the Syrian leaders Ma'mūn al-Kuzbarī and others, of being US agents
in the Middle East, and of receiving American bribes, before the union
occurred, in order to serve US interests in Syria.37

The Ba'th Party was disorganized and split. Akram al-Ḥawrānī’s socialist
faction of the Ba'th supported Syria’s withdrawal from the UAR. Akram al-
Ḥawrānī himself became the first Syrian politician to take a strong stand against
President Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir. From this time his faction became in effect a
separate party, although the split was not formalized until May 1962.38
Confusion reigned in the faction of Michel ʿAflaq and Ṣalāḥaddīn al-Butār. The
latter joined with Akram al-Ḥawrānī to sign a manifesto issued by eighteen
politicians in support of the separation, while Michel ʿAflaq refused to sign.
When the Ba’th’s National Command attacked “secession”, Ṣalāḥaddīn al-Butār
repudiated his signature. Another group of Ba’thists, led by Sāmī Sūfān,
angered by Akram al-Ḥawrānī’s and Ṣalāḥaddīn al-Butār’s signature of the
separation manifesto, quit the party to organize the pro-ʿNāṣirīst “Socialist
Unionist Movement” (Ḥarakat al-waḥdawīyīn al-ishṭīr ākīyīn).39 Ba’thists
and former Ba’thists in the provinces, who had secretly tried to rebuild the party
during the union, were in revolt against the authority of Michel ʿAflaq and the
pan-Arab National Command. The Ba’th Military Committee in the army
maintained its own independent and secretive organization. Some fifty
Ba’th officers, including the Military Committee, returned from Egypt to support
Syria’s withdrawal from the UAR and co-operate with the ruling junta of
ʿAbdalkarīm an-Nahlawī. These officers turned against “secession” only after
Lt-Colonel ʿAbdalkarīm an-Nahlawī cashiered them in a drive to clean the army
of partisans of political parties.40 When they found they had gained nothing
from the separation, they joined with ʿNāṣirīst officers in attempts to overthrow
the “secessionist” government. Like the Ba’th provincials, the Ba’thist officers
were primarily interested in Syria. If sincere about unity, they had no intention
of subordinating their country once again to Egypt.
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Developments in Syria after the secession from the UAR resembled the events that followed the ousting of Adib ash-Shishakli in 1954. A government of civilian statesmen was formed and elections took place two months later. Among the first tasks of this government was to change the electoral law and prepare a provisional constitution. It was published in mid-November, providing that an elected assembly should designate the President of the Republic for the next five years and should become a Constituent Assembly for six months to draft a permanent constitution. In the meantime, the new Cabinet would exercise power according to the 1950 Constitution.\(^{41}\) However, parliamentary elections and a plebiscite on the new constitution were rushed through on 1 December 1961 before clear-cut political currents could develop and political groups could reconstitute themselves. Although no activity by political parties had been officially allowed, the Constituent Assembly elected on 1 December 1961 surprisingly resembled the one elected in the fall of 1954; 42 per cent of the deputies were independents or the representatives of Bedouin tribes (in 1954 they constituted 47 per cent); the largest party was once again the People’s Party with 33 seats, constituted the single biggest grouping (22 per cent of the seats in comparison with 21 per cent in 1954); the National Party won 21 seats (14 per cent of the seats to 13 per cent in 1954).\(^{42}\) The Muslim Brotherhood won 10, and Independents 62 seats. Akram al-Hawrani, the dissident Ba’th leader with his allies, captured about 15 seats while Salahaddin al-Bijar was defeated along with all candidates of his faction of the Ba’th. The “Red Millionaire” Khaliid al-Azm, a forceful advocate of full democratization and an opponent of the union from the beginning, won the highest number of votes.

43 The Right was clearly in the ascendant. Ma’mun Kuzbari was elected Speaker of the assembly by 114 votes to 47 for the candidate of the Left, Jalal Sayyid.\(^{44}\) People’s Party leaders Ma’ruf ad-Dawalibi and Nazim al-Qudsii, both of whom had won respect by refusing to become involved in the National Union during the UAR regime, became premier and President of the Republic respectively.\(^{45}\) Many restrictions circumscribed the electoral campaign, and the
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election, held under the emergency laws and with political parties banned, could hardly be marked as democratic. Landlords, the bigger capitalists, and the traditional Right maintained constant pressures to secure cancellation of the economic and social measures taken by the UAR regime. The assembly lifted ceilings on landownership so high as to reduce the amount of land subject to requisition by two-thirds and improved the terms of compensation to landlords. It denationalized all industries totally or partially nationalized in July 1961.  

During the subsequent period the majority of Damascene officers rallied around Abdalkarīm an-Nahlāwī were gradually purged from politically strategic army units around Damascus and elsewhere. They were replaced – as the then the Druze General Abdalkarīm Zahraddin, put it – “by officers who harboured nothing but hatred and aversion towards Damascus and its inhabitants”.

These were probably mostly officers from the Syrian countryside, who had so often been held in contempt by the people from Damascus. The numerous army purges resulting from the struggle for political power between the senior (and mainly Sunnī) officers, greatly weakened the Sunnī representation in the upper echelons of the officers’ corps. Whereas officers of Arabic-speaking religious minority groups had been less active in the political sphere in the 1950s and consequently had suffered less from its wear and tear, in the early 1960s they were able to occupy important positions of command which had been made vacant by the successive dismissals of Sunnīs by one side or the other.

The three governments in the first half year after the secession all worked for a gradual and consistent elimination of the heritage bequeathed by the period of union. The laws of agrarian reform were changed to the detriment of the peasants; nationalization acts were cancelled; instead of establishing closer relations with the Soviet Union, economic collaboration with West Germany was increased. Trade agreements restored Syria’s traditional trade with its neighbours. Egypt’s intensifying cold war spurred a dramatic rapprochement with Iraq. Iraqi military and economic delegations visited Syria. A highly significant turning point occurred in the sensitive sphere of inter-Arab relations which suggested something close to a Syrian-Iraq alliance, the prevention of which has always been a primary objective of Egyptian policy. In the middle of
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March 1962 President Nāzīm al-Qudsī met Iraq’s Prime Minister Ābdalkarīm Qāsim at Ruṭba on the Syrian-Iraqi frontier, and their joint announcement of 16 March proclaimed far-reaching political and military coordination.51

Throughout this period Cairo’s radio-station Voice of the Arabs maintained an unremitting attack on the “secessionist” government of Syria. Trends in the Syrian government both in domestic and foreign affairs were not likely to bring stability to the country, and Egypt exerted herself to the utmost to add to the ferment. All her organs of propaganda unremittingly and vehemently attacked the rulers in Damascus as reactionaries, separatists and traitors.52 Numerous broadcasts – directly addressed to Syrian officers – incited them to revolt and had an enormous effect. The government’s cancellation of the nationalizations and emasculation of the land reform played into Cairo’s hands by giving credibility to its charges. So in Syria an ever stronger demand arose for cancellation of the emergency laws, lifting of the censorship and all restrictions. Khālid al-Āzm and Akram al-Ḥawrānī led this campaign in the assembly, where it won strong backing, since most deputies wanted to get rid of army control. Although severely hampered by the police and the censorship, this movement gathered growing popular support. By mid-March demands for democratization had become so insistent that Premier Ma‘rūf ad-Dawālībī was compelled to permit the assembly to debate the question. The assembly demanded his resignation to make way for a National Union Government pledged to cancel the emergency laws and restore political and civil liberties. Therefore he resigned on 27 March.53 Consultations on the formation of a new government were soon interrupted.

***

During the so-called Separatist Period (Fitrat al-infiṣāl), Sunnī Damascene officers led by Lt-Colonel Ābdalkarīm an-Nahlāwī, reached the climax of their power.54 It was no coincidence that Damascene Sunnī officers were able to stage a successful coup on 28 September 1961, and caused Syria’s separation from the United Arab Republic. During the union, whether purposely or not, military command over Syria’s military districts had mainly been entrusted to

52 BE’ERI, Eliezer Army Officers in Arab Politics and Society, p. 145.
these Damascene Sunnis who therefore occupied an exceptionally strong position.\textsuperscript{55} Also important was the fact that, in the period preceding the coup, the Sunni Damascene 'Abdalkarīm an-Nahlāwī occupied the key military position of Deputy Director of Officers' Affairs – his direct superior being an Egyptian. From that position he could transfer officers who supported him to army units that were of political and strategic importance to the plans for the coup, which he had drawn up together with a number of his fellow Damascene officers. The anti-union coup was consequently almost exclusively a "Damascene" affair.\textsuperscript{56}

During the separatist period, however, the power position of the faction of Damascene officers crumbled quickly, partly because 'Abdalkarīm an-Nahlāwī never received the full support of the non-Damascenes. On 28 March 1962, he tried in vain to tighten his slackening grip on the army and government apparatus by way of a new military coup. Following this abortive attempt, he was expelled from Syria together with five of his most prominent Damascene military colleagues. The events around 28 March 1962 clearly showed how the Syrian officers' corps had become polarized on a Damascene against non-Damascene basis.\textsuperscript{57} The coup was made during the night of 28 March by Lt-Colonel 'Abdalkarīm an-Nahlāwī and some of the officers of his original junta. Its proclaimed aim was to restore the land reform, the nationalizations, and the union. The Army High Command announced that it had assumed control.\textsuperscript{58}

The rebels tried to persuade President Nāzīm al-Qudsī to dissolve the assembly and act as their front, but he refused and resigned. The Assembly was dissolved, the government dissolved and a curfew imposed. More than a hundred leading officials, including the Premier and all the ministers, with one exception, were arrested. The coup was carried out mostly by the same officers who had headed the secession coup of 28 September 1961.\textsuperscript{59} Therefore they tried to emphasize its connection with the 28 September 1961 coup. The officers claimed that the government had deviated from the principles of the former revolt. On 30 March General 'Abdalkarīm Zahreddin called a press conference and in the presence of Brigadier 'Abdalghanī Dahmān, commander


\textsuperscript{56} ZAHRADDĪN, Mudhakkirātī fi fitrat al-infiṣāl fi Sūriyā, pp. 22-24.

\textsuperscript{57} ZAHRADDĪN, Mudhakkirātī fi fitrat al-infiṣāl fi Sūriyā, pp. 66.


of the Damascus garrison, Brigadier Nāmiq Kamāl, and Colonel ʿAdnān ash-Shaykh Faḍlī, commander of the Damascus region informed that this movement meant a continuation of the September uprising and that the responsible persons, both military and civilian, would be tried publicly by a people’s tribunal and special committees would reconsider the passed laws.60

The military junta in Damascus paid lip service to the slogans of union and socialism but had no intention of putting them into practice. However, in a number of other centres, especially in the north, there were officers who looked forward to the restoration of union. When they realized the true intentions of Damascus they were surprised and defiant. During the night of 31 March, Nāṣirist and Bāʿthist officers recently dismissed from the army, joined by others earlier dismissed by Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir, made the second coup. These two groups acted together but their aims were divergent. The Nāṣirists were headed by Colonel Jāsim ʿAlwān, the commander of the Aleppo garrison. On 31 March Aleppo rebelled against Damascus. Jāsim ʿAlwān had restored to active service a number of officers who had been relegated to the retired list after the secession from the UAR. The UAR flag was then raised over the fortress at Aleppo, and in the first three days of April 1962 “the UAR broadcasting station in Aleppo” came on the air in the name of the “Free Officers’ Movement”.61

The Nāṣirists acted to regain posts of prestige in the army and to restore the union under their aegis. Other non-party officers participated for opportunist reasons. The Bāʿthist officers, led by the Military Committee, acted because they wanted both to get back into the army and to prevent ʿAbdalkarīm an-Naḥlāwī from restoring the union with Egypt.62 They had suffered from the union. If unity was to be restored, they were determined they would be in charge and control its terms and timing.

The Supreme Military Command sent troops to suppress the movement in Aleppo. An exchange of fire between the rival factions occurred near Ḥumṣ and in Aleppo demonstrators demanded union with Egypt on a sound basis.63 This delicate situation led the commander-in-chief, General ʿAbdalkarīm Zahraḍdīn, all military faction leaders, as well as several civilian politicians, to convene a conference at Ḥumṣ on the night of 31 March – 1 April. Following a stormy meeting, several secret decisions were adopted, known as the “Ḥumṣ Convention.”: 1. to exile the insurgent officers; 2. to return to constitutional life, reinstate Nāẓim al-Qudsī as president and form a transitional civilian cabinet; 3. to hold new elections and a plebiscite on the question of union with Egypt; 4. to

reshuffle the power groups in the high command so as to reflect the views of younger Nāṣirist officers; 5. to revise nationalization and agrarian reform laws back toward their UAR origins; and 6. to ensure the submission of the Aleppo command to these decisions. The succeeding days and weeks were permeated with the spirit of these decisions. 'Abdalkarīm Zahraddīn formulated Syrian policy in a communiqué broadcast on the morning of 2 April: “General headquarters of the armed forces of the Syrian Arab Republic announces that the High Command favours unity with the liberated Arab countries headed by Egypt, providing that this unity be established on proper foundations, that the country’s honour and existence be safeguarded by preventing the recurrence of past mistakes, and providing that these foundations be subject to a free plebiscite.” In other words, they paid lip service to Arab unity and acknowledged Egypt as the leader of the Arab world, but opposed factual unification, particularly with Egypt. The promise of a plebiscite remained unhonoured.

The various groups involved in these coups had one goal in common – to prevent the restoration of democracy in Syria, since a democratic regime would exclude the army from power. This aim was revealed on the eve of the 28 March coup in reports that the military were determined to avoid the “embarrassment” of a return to political, press, and trade union freedoms and wanted a dictatorial regime. Another goal was to restore the land reform and the nationalizations, as many young officers were from the countryside or from the lower-middle classes of the provincial cities. Some Bā’thist and Nāṣirist officers came from regions that were largely controlled by the big merchants and businessmen of Damascus, just as the economic destinies of the Jazīra were largely dependent on the wealthy merchants and businessmen of Aleppo. Jāsim Alwān, who was of Bedouin origin, came from Dayr az-Zūr, a rather poor city in constant contact with the Bedouin. Many of the Bā’th officers were from the underprivileged provinces of the Jabal Druze and Latakia. The social ideas of these officers were not developed. They had little stake in the Damascus-Aleppo controlled existing order but their background gave them a genuine interest in social reform.

On the morning of 3 April seven officers, leaders of the September and March coups, were flown to Switzerland. Until the previous day some of the
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officers had held various leading military posts. Now they were civilians in exile who lived in hope of appointments in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or an opportunity to return to the army and the domestic political arena. Jāsim ĖAlwān, too, had to leave that afternoon. He did not go abroad but went underground. He handed over the Aleppo command to Colonel Lu‘ay al-Atāsī, an officer who until then had maintained a position of neutrality among the rival groups of officers while in command of the Dayr az-Zūr region. In the following year he was one of the central figures among the Syrian officer politicians.  

On 4 April 1962 Major-General ĖAbdalkarīm Zahradīn, who had remained commander-in-chief, carved several new appointments for the army command. Brigadier Nämiq Kamāl was promoted to major-general and became chief of staff. On 13 April President Näzīm al-Qudsī returned to his office, and three days later, a new government was sworn in. ĖAbdalkarīm Zahradīn, who had given himself the defence portfolio, defined it as “a government of technicians.” An “independent progressive”, Dr Bashīr al-ČAzma, President of the Doctors’ Association, was named to head a “transitional government” of technicians of varying political shades. His government duly renationalized the powerful Khumāṣīya Company, and restored the agrarian reform with amendments devised to do away with its inequities and to give the peasant title deed to the land when it was distributed, and not forty years later. It also enacted legislation providing for nationalization of all foreign banks and a 40 per cent government share in all Syrian banks. Although promising democratization, the government took no steps in this direction. On social and domestic problems the government made pious remarks without carrying them out. The 1958 agrarian reform law was restored but altered to benefit the landlords. These actions conformed to the policies demanded by the officers, but neither the officers, nor Cairo were satisfied. Voice of the Arabs was soon calling for Bashīr al-ČAzma’s overthrow; within weeks the officers again became involved in conspiracy. A many-sided struggle now began in Syria.

All three coups were made in the name of restoring the union. Yet in discussions the Army High Command and the commander-in-chief held with “unionist” politicians and public figures before the coups, only one individual (the Nāsirīst officer Nihād al-Qāsim) was willing to accept unconditional union. The rest, though ready enough to resort to conspiracy, wanted only a “moderate” union. The Syrian people did not take seriously the unity slogans
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chanted by the rebels. The prevailing view was that “the officers do not want a return to union but want to rule themselves”. But on this question the officers were, in their own fashion, true believers. President Nāzim al-Qudsī shared the opinion of the premier that a “good majority of Syrians desire a federal bond with Egypt short of full union.” General ʿAbdalkarīm Zaharaddīn described Cairo as “the known financier and planner” of the coups, while asserting that the American embassy in Damascus and the American consulate in Aleppo financed and planned the coups “behind the scenes”.

The party’s Fifth National Congress in May 1962 still tried to hide basic differences between the party’s National Command and the Syrian provincials or regionalists (al-quṭrīyūn), who had tried to maintain a party organization on their own during the union. Regionalist demands for a reorganization of the party from its base and election of a new National Command were rejected. Even though strong criticism was directed against Akram al-Ḥawrānī and his faction, the National Command hesitated to take direct action against them. It waited until Akram al-Ḥawrānī issued a manifesto in the name of the Baʿth Socialist Party of Syria about 20 June criticizing the original Baʿth Party and its role in the union and condemning any return to union with Egypt. Then the split between the factions of Akram al-Ḥawrānī and that of Michel ʿAflaq and ʿṢalāḥaddīn al-Bīṭār of the Arab Resurrection Socialist Party (the Baʿth) became final.

After the fifth National Congress, Cairo’s attacks on the Syrian Baʿth tapered off, and Baʿth leaders Michel ʿAflaq and ʿṢalāḥaddīn al-Bīṭār began to take a line on Syrian affairs similar to Jamāl ʿAbdannāsir’s. In the summer of 1962 the Baʿth Party in Syria was divided into four distinct factions. The faction of Akram al-Ḥawrānī and the regionalists supported the existing order. On the other hand Sāmī Süfān’s Socialist Unionist Movement and Michel Aflaq’s new Baʿth counted among the unionist opposition, which had become involved – along with Hānī al-Hindī’s Arab National Movement and various other Nāṣirists and unionists – in still another Egyptian conspiracy. Among the reasons drawing Baʿthist and Nāṣirist officers into this conspiracy was their desire to save themselves from trial and jail for killings and other acts committed during their recent coups and to return to the army. There followed labour troubles, clashes, bomb explosions, Cairo’s incitements to revolt, and the infiltration of
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money and arms from the Lebanon heralded the approach of a new Egyptian conspiracy. A new coup was planned and its conspirators, meeting on 6 July, had decided to seize power on the 28th and install a civilian government including Nāṣirists and Baʿthists. The conspirators received support and arms from Egypt via Lebanon. In speeches celebrating the anniversary of the Egyptian revolution, President Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir on one occasion in his speech named Syria "the Northern Region of the UAR" and declared in this hard times Egyptian people standing with the valiant Syrian people against reactionary forces and their stooges.\(^7\) By this time, however, the Syrian authorities had the situation in hand. The government announced that an attempted Nāṣirist-Baʿthist coup on the night of 28-29 July had been frustrated. Documents, tapes of wireless conversations between the conspirators and Cairo, and confessions of the accused exposed the plot.

Discovery of the plot provoked the now predominantly anti-Nāṣirist government to complain formally to the Arab League about Egypt's constant interference in Syria's internal affairs. The Syrian foreign minister in his complaint to the secretary-general of the Arab League requested an immediate meeting of the League's council to look into the situation created by the Egyptian president's statements and actions towards Syria which amount to an open attack on the sovereignty and dignity of Syria. Moreover, the minister asked that the League meeting be held in any Arab state but Egypt.\(^7\) The extraordinary session of the League, held at Shtawra in Lebanon, in late August heard the complaint. The session was characterized by a violent confrontation between the Syrian and Egyptian delegations. The Syrian delegation offered a wealth of documentation: the tape recordings, written documents of a similar nature including instructions from the Egyptian embassy in Beirut, confessions of the conspirators, and so on. The Syrian delegation charged inter alia that Egypt was plotting to topple the government in Damascus and aiming to "annex" Syria; that the Egyptian ambassador in Lebanon ʿAbdalḥamīd Ghālib and Akram ad-Dayrī former Syrian minister in the UAR government were personally involved in that plot; that Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir was pursuing a "soft" policy toward Israel,\(^7\) and so on. The Egyptian delegation, highly embarrassed, then walked out threatening that Egypt would quit the League if it did not


\(^7\) The Syrian delegation declared, that "the imperialist agent and the reactionary is he who lets Israel have a free passage in the Gulf of ʿAqaba". In: Wathāʾiq Muʿtamar Shtawra, pp. 28-53.
condemn the Syrian charge. The League Council then passed a non-committal resolution which suspended the Syrian complaint so long as the UAR did not attend League meetings.

The Shtawra Conference, occurring almost a year after Syria’s withdrawal from the UAR, marked the first strong Syrian government stand against Egypt. This stand reflected the gathering strength of the democratic movement and the coming-together of all anti-Nāṣirist forces. Syria announced that it had given political asylum to the Egyptian military attaché in Lebanon, Lt-Colonel Zaghlūl ʿAbdarrahmān.80 The Syrians were, naturally, strongly supported by the Saudi and Jordanian delegations. In a statement made in Damascus Zaghlūl ʿAbdarrahmān accused Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir of personally directing a pro-Cairo terrorist and sabotage network which was operating in Syria. After a violent meeting which necessitated the intervention of the Lebanese police, the Egyptian delegation walked out of the meeting, and for the next year Egypt snubbed the Arab League.81

Efforts to restore the dissolved National Assembly, suspended during the Shtawra Conference, now resumed. On 14 September, the assembly met, amended the 1950 Constitution as proposed, and gave a vote of confidence to Khālid al-ʿĀzm, who on 17 September 1962 had been named premier because he was the only political figure acceptable to both Right and Left.82 Nāzīm al-Qudsī then dissolved the assembly as promised. Khālid al-ʿĀzm with great difficulty managed to form a National Union Cabinet representing all trends, except the Baʿth which refused to serve, the Nāṣirists, and the Communist Party, which accused the new government of reactionary and anti-unionist leanings.83 Khālid al-ʿĀzm declared that his government would uphold the principle of “social justice” and proceed with the agrarian reforms. It would also work towards Arab unity and restitution of the Arabs of Palestine and maintain a neutral policy in international relations. He and some of his ministers made a valiant attempt to carry out the government’s mandate. This was to cancel the emergency laws, restore democratic institutions, hold parliamentary elections, lift the standards of workers and peasants, and encourage private capital to participate in development. Under the circumstances the government’s achievements were remarkable. The new Agrarian Reform Minister, Amīn Nafūrī, an ally of the socialists of Akram al-Ḥawrānī, began an intensive
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campaign to speed the land reform. The government of Khālid al-ʿAzm took a number of measures to restore business confidence. On 22 December the government of Khālid al-ʿAzm ended the state of emergency. For two weeks thereafter Syrians enjoyed political freedoms. Politicians began to reconstitute old political parties or to form new ones. The government promised new political party legislation and national elections by July at the latest. But the secessionist regime as a whole was a dismal failure. None of the four successive governments lasted more than four months. Quarrels between the politicians and factions in the army rendered stable government impossible. The country was steadily heading towards another upheaval and the counterattack was not long in coming.

The Khālid al-ʿAzm government had always refused to build a coterie in the army and now declined to deal with officers other than on a constitutional basis. Early in January 1963, ʿAbdalkarīm an-Nahlāwī and his fellow-exiles returned to Syria, made contact with their former units, and – backed by a number of supporters – demanded reinstatement in the army, a ban on all communist activities, reorganization of the High Command, and an immediate plebiscite on union with Egypt. However, Arab nationalist outbreaks against the governments also occurred in Iraq and Jordan. The Cairo press, predicting the imminent overthrow of the governments in Baghdad, Damascus, Amman, and Riad, wrote that “winds of revolution are blowing across the Arab World” and that “blood will be shed on the Arab land... in the battle against reactionary and secessionist elements”.

On 8 February a Baʿth-Nāṣirist coup in Iraq brought down the ʿAbdalkarīm Qāsim government and so removed Syria’s strongest support. The coup found Syria virtually without a government. Khālid al-ʿAzm was seriously ill. Many Syrian politicians tried to woo the new Iraqi government, but the new leaders in Baghdad spurned these appeals. On 22 February, the Iraqi leaders journeyed to Cairo to celebrate the anniversary of the Syrian-Egyptian union and with President Jamāl ʿAbdannāṣir to herald in veiled terms the overthrow of the reactionary regime in Damascus.
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Three main officer groups were then preparing coups. They were the Arab nationalist and other Nāsirist officers, the Ba‘thists, and a group led by Major Ziyād al-Ḥarīrī, the brother-in-law of Akram al-Ḥawrānī. Ziyād al-Ḥarīrī assured the anti-Nāsirists that his coup would not mean the re-establishment of the union with Egypt. He was also in touch with the Nāsirist and Ba‘thist officers, however, Nāsirist hesitations permitted him to take the lead and stage his coup with the help of the Ba‘thists on 8 March 1963. The easy success of the coup was not due to the absence of opposition but to the confusion engendered by its dual character, at once pro- and anti-Nasser, and to betrayal in high places. The Syrian coup came exactly one month after the Iraqi coup and took place without great effort and without bloodshed. This proved that the secessionist regime was already too weak to resist. The great majority of the people saw the coup as just one more act in an infernal cycle of army interventions and showed their disdain by completely ignoring the new regime.
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